KOS
KEPT ON SALARY

HOW TO SAVE YOUR COMPANY THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS WHILE REDUCING WORRY FOR
INJURED WORKERS.

WHAT IS
KOS?
KEPT ON SALARY
We all want workers to come home safe every day. Responsible employers have policies and
procedures in place to make this happen. Yet, some workplace injuries are severe enough
that the worker cannot return to their regular job or a light-duty position right away. Each
worker is entitled to compensation while he or she recovers. Time-loss payments from the
Department of Labor & Industries are the most common form of wage replacement.

KOS is the employer’s opportunity to pay the worker directly in place of time-loss.
We recommend KOS as a way to save your company thousands of dollars while reducing
worry for the injured worker.
Read on to find out more about the basics of KOS and why it’s the best choice for your company.

WAIT

I CAN’T AFFORD TO
PAY SOMEONE WHO IS
SITTING AT HOME.

Many employers do not realize the impact that time-loss payments have on their business.
L&I tracks time-loss expenses and charges these to your workers’ comp account. These
charges then impact your workers’ comp premiums for three to five years.

Bottom line – when a worker is off work due to injury, your company pays for the timeloss in the form of premium increases over the next several years. KOS is an up-front,
predictable way to reduce this impact.

WHY EVEN HAVE WORKERS’ COMP INSURANCE?
We advise employers that many elements of workers’ comp are intended to protect both
parties – workers and employers – after a catastrophic injury. The employee is compensated
and treated for their injury and the employer is protected from costs that could become
overwhelming.
However, for less-serious claims, time-loss typically costs more than it would to simply
continue paying the worker. As with car insurance, any time you can avoid a claim, it will
save you money down the road. KOS is a way of paying directly and avoiding these future costs.

HOW

IS THIS GOING TO
HELP MY COMPANY?

We’ve already mentioned that KOS can prevent your premiums from going up. Here are
some other benefits:

• Keeping in touch – Having your worker come to the office to get his or
her check helps with open communication. It’s a chance to have a positive
interaction and see how the worker is doing with recovery.

• Claim-free Discount – L&I offers a 10-40 percent discount to companies who
are claim-free for three years. Minor claims don’t count as long as time-loss
isn’t paid out, so KOS helps maintain this discount.

• Transparency – With KOS, you know the costs up-front and they equate to
what you were already paying that worker. Time-loss can have unpredictable
impacts on your future premiums.

• Limit the impact – KOS payments on a claim average about $3,000. Compare
this to paying increased premiums for every hour of work performed by every
one of your employees during the next three years.

HOW DO I

PAY KOS?

Each claim is different and your GRIP Retro Coordinator will help you with the steps, but
overall it’s as easy as 1-2-3:

1. Keep paying the worker as if they were working. If the worker was part-time or had
varying hours, average out their earnings from the past three months.

2. Turn off direct deposit and let the worker know his or her check will be available at the
office each payday, in exchange for an updated Activity Prescription Form (APF) from the
attending physician.

3. Offer the worker a light-duty position or their job of injury as soon as the APF
indicates any ability to work. This ends the need for KOS or time-loss, as the worker
is required to accept a bona fide light duty position within their work restrictions.

HOW LONG DOES KOS LAST?
GRIP participants are required to begin KOS immediately and continue for up to 30 working days,
if necessary. Many claims require just a few days of KOS and others go beyond 30 days.
Your Retro Coordinator will help you weigh the costs and benefits involved to determine the
appropriate amount of KOS.
The goal should always be to bring the worker back to work as soon as possible. KOS can stop
when the worker begins light-duty. Plus, the State will reimburse your company for 50 percent
of the worker’s wages, up to $10,000 or 66 days, for work performed in the light-duty position.

WORD

THE FINAL

The best way to save money on workers’ comp is to have a robust Accident Prevention Plan
in place. However, if a serious injury prevents a worker from returning to work, Kept on
Salary is an important tool to help reduce the financial impact of a claim to your company.
It’s almost always more cost-effective than time-loss and protects Retro refunds for your
company and GRIP participants as a whole.
Your assigned Retro Coordinator will advise you throughout the process for each claim.

LEARN MORE AT A FREE CLAIMS 101™ CLASS
Our popular class is offered monthly in Bellevue, quarterly in Tacoma and at various other
Puget Sound locations throughout the year. Dates and registration for this free class are
available at mbagrip.com/classes

WATCH THE GRIP KOS VIDEO:

